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EDITOR’s Letter

D

o you say frequently: “I don’t know” or “I’m not sure”?

If the answer is: “yes, many times” or “quite often”, it’s a
sign of intelligence. It is funny that the response to how often
you recognize that you don’t know everything is directly correlated
to your intelligence, but it is true.
It is important to realize that within our globalized world, when
most people talk about specific subjects (politics, legal affairs, public
health...), while making assumptions on whether a particular point
of view is true or not, they don’t have the information to actually
grasp the fundamentals of an issue. We vote without reading the
programs, we make our opinion on a legal process without reading
the sentences or we state that the measures to prevent a pandemic
are wrong without having a clue on health procedures. The available
amount of information at a mouse click creates the false impression
that we know about everything. This is why some studies state that
highly intelligent people admit more often than others that they
“don’t know”.
As an example, Google states that a person takes about 0,05 seconds
in deciding whether they like a web page or not. We create our views
with very little or no rational thinking behind.
No worries though, better late than ever to admit that you don’t know
everything. It will make you smarter!

María José Tezanos Bustamante
Community Event & Communication Management
SHAPE Morale & Welfare Branch
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Community News
By Ornella Pevernagie and MSgt Procknal

2020

The Virtual Edition
Event Summary

T

he SHAPE Sports and Fitness team had been
planning the 2020 Make-A-Wish for some
time when, in mid-March, Belgium was faced
with COVID-19. As more information was
becoming relevant through news outlets, it became
clearer by the day that all events were going to be
cancelled until an unforeseeable future which could
have put a very gloomy perspective on this event.

All of these registries would submit, each day, the
times they spent working out contributing to the
overall goal. We had “regular” sports such as
cycling, running, yoga, CrossFit, tennis and hiking.
But we also had more creative sports such as
trampoline, city ballet workout, tabata, mowing and
concrete pouring. Although some sports were more
“outside the box” than others, each minute counted.

However, after some readjustment time, we all
agreed that we just couldn’t “cancel” Make-A-Wish.
SHAPE had been contributing as a community since
2003. How could we not do it this year?! Unanimously,
it was decided to create a “virtual” edition.

After 10 days of monitoring the hours, we
finished with a grand total of 2979 hours of total
community workout which completely exceeded our
expectations. It truly shows our community unity
and commitment no matter what challenges we may
face together.

The event’s main focus has always been focused
on encouraging healthy living through mobility. Due
to the nature of the current environment, instead
of a 24-hour Fun Run, the event continued for a 10day timeframe. It started on it original projected
date, Friday, 22 May, and concluded at midnight on
Sunday, 31 May. Participants contributed towards
the goal of reaching 2020 hours of physical activity
within the community.
All forms of workout were encouraged as long as
they respected local authority restrictions. SHAPE
Sports and Fitness encouraged participants to keep
the activity close to home to minimize the opportunity
of gatherings in places such as the track.
This was an inclusive opportunity for SHAPIANS,
past and present, individuals and families alike no
matter the location or age, to participate within their
limitations.
Like most activities around the world, we had to adapt
and hoped that participants would understand and
jump on the initiative. Oh boy, can we tell you that
SHAPIANS did not let us down!
We had an unexpected amount of registrations:
more than 370 participants. Most of which were
current SHAPIANS, but some were former community
members now living the UK, Italy, USA, and Japan.

Participants were also encouraged to submit
pictures capturing their workout sessions. It was
extra special if they could show case Make-A-Wish
t-shirts from years past. We received more than 200
magnificent pictures, showcased within this article.
Throughout the event, we shared pictures on the
SHAPE Sports & Fitness Facebook page. Additionally,
a collage will be displayed in the Main Fitness Center
along with the previous Make-A-Wish group photos
signifying the completion of the event.
We are very happy and excited to announce this
year’s event raised 4365 Euros. Although it is less
than in years past, let’s not forget that it takes
1000 Euros to grant one wish. The community’s
dedication will contribute to providing four “wishes”
(life changing experiences) for children with critical
illnesses.

SHAPE Sports and Fitness wanted to take this
opportunity to thank each and every participant
that made the 2020 Make-A-Wish
“The Virtual Edition” a success!

www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE International Women’s Club (SIWC)

Drive Thru Farewell
By Jennifer Ozkan, SIWC Publicity Assistant

O

n the 3rd of June,
the SHAPE International
Women’s Club officially
bade farewell to the 2019 - 2020
season with SIWC’s first ever
Drive-Thru Farewell.
This one of a kind event
was held to formally close
the season and to honor all
the hard work SIWC board
members put in over the
course of the season. While
our season did not end the
way we had hoped, SIWC ladies
found a way to say goodbye in
style.
The event was held on Avenue
Vilnius across from the Belgium
Kindergarten from 15:00-16:00.
Ladies remained in their cars,
donned masks, in accordance
with social distancing rules
as well as SHAPE protocols on
gatherings, and celebrated the
end of the season together.
We were greeted by outgoing
SIWC President Helena Fortuna
Jelenc; honorary president,
Mrs. Charlene Wolters; outgoing
Farewell Committee member,
Beyza Sayici; and outgoing
SIWC Vice President Marina
Jacobs.
All SIWC board members received
a certificate of appreciation from
the SIWC Executive Board as well
as a sunflower, the symbol of
loyalty and longevity.
The Valencia Flower shop on
SHAPE prepared the flowers and
this was truly the ideal flower

6
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for this goodbye event as they
demonstrate that even in the
midst of the COVID-19 situation,
SIWC ladies were dedicated to
keeping the club functioning
as well as informing the ladies
of the SHAPE community about
events, postponements and
even ticket refunds.
SIWC Board Members also
received a gift of their choice in
appreciation for their service,
a gift from the outgoing vice
president and a handmade gift
from the outgoing president
to personally thank them for
their service to SIWC as well
as to the all ladies of the SHAPE
community.
SIWC thanks all the ladies of
SHAPE who helped to make the
2019-2020 season a successful
and memorable one. The
ladies of the SIWC Board
enjoy putting on events for
such a supportive community
of ladies and we wish you all
a very pleasant and healthy
summer.
Join us for our next season,
as the much anticipated but
unfortunately postponed:
Polish event “We Are All Queens”
will take place on October 21, 2020.
SIWC will hopefully open its next
season in September so please
look for more information
about SIWC memberships
as well as the full schedule
of events we will be hosting
during the 2020-2021 season.

Charity Project
“The Valiant Little Tailors” donates 5,000 Euros
and masks to the “Pauvres Sœurs” in Mons
By Judith SEMRAU

The amount realized by the sale of self-sewn masks was handed over together with more
than 400 masks with the mayor of the city of Mons, Mr. Nicholas Martin, attending.

W

hen it transpired in April that wearing
“cloth face masks” or “community
masks” would play a significant role
for potential easings of Covid-19 preventive
measures, Stephanie von Loebell had the idea
to produce such face masks and to sell them for
a good cause.
In quick order a Forum of like minded 10 ladies
from the Germanophone community at SHAPE to
participate in this project characterized by the
motto:
“ Face masks from the community for the community ”
It was clear from the outset that these face
masks were not to be used only to the benefit
of the International Community at SHAPE (in
addition to the face masks that had already
been provided by SHAPE and by the municipality)
but could also be handed over at the same time
as a donation in kind to a selected local charity
organization.
The congregation der “Pauvres Sœurs“ was
selected as the recipient of the monetary
donation and the donation in kind. This Christian
organization based in Mons takes care of poor,
sick and elderly people and operates an open
relief service for low-income people and people
in precarious conditions through the « Foyer
Saint Augustin ».

This meeting, on the occasion of which also the
name “The Valiant Little Tailors” was coined,
was only possible as the church deemed sewing
the cloth face masks as being “essential”.
It quickly became evident that even more
helping hands were needed, and the group
was expanded to 15 helpers. Cooperation was
characterized by mutual motivation and by
rapid and constructive problem solution. The
conversations between the car and the house
door when delivering and picking up material
provided for a welcome distraction from
“Corona-affected everyday life”.
Over time, five different versions varying
considerably in terms of colours, designs and
tissues developed from initially two face mask
models. All in all, 950 metres of tissue were
turned into more than 1,000 masks by The
“Valiant Little Tailors” – which was an impressive
result given closed shops and long waiting times
during online orders.

More detailed information is available on:
www.pauvres-soeurs.be
In times of contact restrictions and distance
rules, briefing the helpers and planning an
efficient but physically separate production line
represented a major challenge, since all women
had to work at home.
Only ONE meeting observing the distance
rules was held at the chapel on SHAPE. A
comprehensive brief with helpful instructions
and guidance was provided by a skilled tailoress,
initial material was issued, and the ladies were
assigned to the various production phases such
as procurement of tissue, laundering, ironing,
cutting to size and sewing.

p The variety of different masks led to great success.

www.shape2day.com
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JAG U AR L AND ROVE R

BEAUTY MEETS PERFORMANCE
Members of NATO Forces receive preferential prices for Jaguar and Land Rover vehicles
through our Military Sales Program.
We supply both brands in RHD and LHD configuration to your countries specification for
all NATO members excluding US Members.
Now at SHAPE every FIRST and THIRD Thursday of the month.

Due to the current situation the Jaguar Land Rover team is working from home
Next to the
opticiansus
in the
shopping
car park.
Please,
contact
onmain
at: +31
652center
303 151
For further information, please contact:
Peter Thomas, Geilenkirchen, SHAPE / NATO HQ BRUSSELS
+49 (0)2451 636084 • +49 (0)2451 9154232
Mobile +31 652303151 • pete.thomas@grantandgreen.de
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The Campaign was provided prominent
support by the SHAPE Chief of Staff, General
Markus Kneip, and his wife, who wholeheartedly
supported the cause and agreed to act as
“faces of the campaigns.”
Four sale days were organized in early May, in
the course of which the more than 500 masks
were sold to the international community at
SHAPE. More than one hundred additional
masks were also sold with the kind support and
help of Tanja and Jean-Jaques Furio from the
SHAPE Flowershop “Valencia”, which resulted
in the proceeds of the campaign totalling the
impressive sum of 5,000 euros.
In the presence of the mayor of the city of Mons,
Mr. Nicholas Martin, the 5,000 euros cheque as
well as another 400 masks were handed over
to representatives of the congregation of the
“Pauvres Sœurs” at the“Foyer Saint Augustin”
on Tuesday 16 June 2020.

p Support for the sewing activity came from many sides – General Markus Kneip, COS SHAPE,
and his wife.

We are very pleased that the ladies of
the SHAPE Community have been so
sensitive to our work.
The entire amount of the cheque will be
used for buying food. Since the outbreak
of the Corona virus crisis, we have had to
feed up to 80 additional people.
Says Mr. Jean Lahoussé, director of the “Foyer Saint-Augustin.”

Mayor Nicholas Martin talked about “new

relations that have been woven by this
solidary campaign.” Beyond that, he did not

hesitate to purchase a mask in red and white,
the colours of the city of Mons.

I am happy that we are able to support
the ‘Pauvres Sœurs’, and I would like to
sincerely thank all those who have put
this project into practice with extensive
personal commitment!

p SHAPE takes care of the needy in Mons.

Says Stephanie von Loebell:

The precarious occupational situation, which has
been aggravated even more by Covid-19, requires
more and more people to make use of the offers
provided by the relief services. Therefore the
“Foyer Saint-Augustin” is currently moving into
larger premises. In order to ensure that the
“Pauvres Sœurs” will be able to successfully
continue to pursue their multifaceted work.
If you would like to support this most worthy
charity then financial donations and donations
in kind generated by means of SHAPE events or
provided by individuals are always welcome.

p The mask fits – the Mayor of Mons, Nicolas Martin, has chosen the red model.

Bank account: “Service d’entraide Foyer Saint Augustin” BE08 0682 4635 9213
www.shape2day.com
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Abbraccio Tricolore
The Tricolour Hug, a 5-days tour which has brought 'Frecce Tricolori' over the whole Italian peninsula.
By Marco FAVETTA, Cap. (OF-2), ITA AF

The “Frecce Tricolori” the Italian Air Force
aerobatic jets have performed an unprecedented
tour of Italy to boost country’s morale.
The “Frecce Tricolori” has flown all over the Italian
regions, spreading the colours of the Italian
National Flag to symbolically embrace all the
country as a sign of unity, solidarity and recovery
for the health emergency.

T

his year the ceremony to celebrate the 74th
anniversary of the Italian Republic Day, took
place without the traditional parade in Via
dei Fori Imperiali in Rome due to COVID-19. The
anniversary was dedicated to the the so called
“Frecce Tricolori”, the Italian Air Force acrobatic
jets that performed unprecedented tour of Italy
to boost the country’s morale.
The “Frecce Tricolori” flew all over the Italian
regions, spreading the colours of the Italian
National Flag to symbolically embrace all the
country as a sign of unity, solidarity and recovery
for the health emergency.
Named “Abbraccio Tricolore” (Tricolour Hug) the
tour has included 21 flyovers in 5 days with the
grand finale, in Rome, on the 2nd of June, when the
team flown over Capital to celebrate the Italian
Republic day. The “Frecce Tricolori” also flew over
Codogno, in Lombardy, northern Italy, where the
first COVID-19 Italian patient was diagnosed. The
small town became the centre of the COVID-19
pandemic in Italy, triggering the national emergency.
During the pandemic and the subsequent
nationwide lockdown, the “Frecce Tricolorii” have
emerged as a symbol of unity flying over the
following cities:
Day 1 : Trento - Codogno - Milano - Torino - Aosta

“Abbraccio Tricolore”
A hug that will mark the history!

Day 2 : Genova – Firenze - Perugia - L'Aquila
Day 3 : Cagliari – Palermo
Day 4: Catanzaro – Bari - Potenza - Napoli Campobasso
Day 5: Loreto - Ancona - Bologna - Venezia - Trieste

If you want to find out more about Italy and fly
together with the "Frecce Tricolori" visit this link:
http://www.aeronautica.difesa.it/vetrine/
Pagine/Abbraccio-Tricolore.aspx
Furthermore, if you are curious to find out what
a pilot of the Italian Air Force aerobatic jets
sees when flying over Rome, visit this link and
experience the thrill of seeing Rome from above.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55lQQX6-b-Q
10
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Get on board and visit Italy!

military news

By JFC Naples Public Affairs Office
Released/NATO photos by Master Sergeant Florian Fergen, German Air Force

SACEUR VISITS
JFC NAPLES

G

eneral Tod D. Wolters, NATO’s Supreme Allied
Commander Europe, visited Allied Joint Force
Command Naples (JFCNP) on June 11, 2020.

Proper protective measures such as personal distancing
of 2 meters and the use of masks when appropriate
was practiced throughout.
This is Wolters’ first visit to Allied Command Operations
units since COVID-19 restricted travel in mid-March.
General Tod D. Wolters, left, NATO’s Supreme Allied
Commander Europe meets with Admiral James G.
Foggo III, Allied Joint Force Command Naples (JFCNP)
Commander, in the main lobby at JFCNP in Lago Patria,
Italy, June 11, 2020.
Wolters’ visit to Naples demonstrates his commitment
to important ACO initiatives like the NATO Strategic
Direction South Hub.
General Tod D. Wolters, left, NATO’s Supreme Allied
Commander Europe, and Admiral James G. Foggo III,
Allied Joint Force Command Naples (JFCNP) Commander,
brief the JFCNP staff in Lago Patria, Italy, June 11, 2020.
During his visit, Wolters also received an update on the
important work of NATO Strategic Direction South Hub
(NSD-S Hub) while maintaining social distancing at JFCNP.
The NSD-S Hub is a forum that connects allies, partners and
subject-matter experts to understand and overcome security
challenges in the African continent and the Middle East.
www.shape2day.com
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Comfort class
SUV.

New CITROËN
C5 AIRCROSS SUV
Suspension with progressive Hydraulic Cushions®
3 same-width independent rear seats
grip Control with Hill descent Assist
Record boot volume up to 720 l
Advanced Comfort Seats
eAT8 automatic gearbox
20 driving aids

COmbINed CONSUmpTIONS (l/100 km): fROm 3,8 TO 7,2. CO2 emISSIONS (g/km): fROm 106 TO 132.

ISS/SODEXA OffErS yOu A cOnfIDEntIAl quOtAtIOn, EXcluSIvEly rESErvED fOr DIplOmAtS
INTeRNATIONAl SAleS ANd dIplOmATIC ORgANISATIONS
Your dedicated contact:
Guillaume
RocheR: +33 (0)6 18 05 35 51 • guillaume.rocher@mpsa.com
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www.psa-ventes-diplomatiques.com

ACO’S Command Senior Enlisted
Leader Hosts Virtual Call
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office

Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Siim Saliste, Allied Command Operations Command
Senior Enlisted Leader (CSEL), hosted a virtual call between NATO CSELs from various
commands on June 17, 2020.

T

he CSELs have met virtually since the
outbreak of COVID-19 earlier this year,
allowing the senior enlisted leaders an
outlet to update each other on current matters
within the NATO military commands.
The call helps formulate an understanding on
the footprint of personnel and operations within
Allied Command Operations, enabling the leaders
to care for the non-commissioned officers and
junior officers, ensuring a ready, responsive and
interoperable force.
The Allied Maritime Command CSEL, Warrant
Officer First Class Lee Carr, and the Allied Land
Command CSEL, Chief Warrant Officer Kevin
Mathers, participated in the call, discussing
professional
military
education,
process
enhancement, resiliency, readiness, and current
and future challenges.
Other ACO CSELs were on the call from subcommands including: Joint Force Command
Naples, NATO Communication and Information
Systems Group, SHAPE’s Base Support Group,
Allied Command Counterintelligence Unit,
NATO Intelligence Fusion Centre, and SHAPE’s
Partnership Directorate.
A major task for the CSELs is to capitalize on
strengths of their multinational NCOs to optimise
the operational and transformational success of
the Alliance.

The virtual call also allows for sharing of best
practices to support the well-being and quality of
life for troops.

The recent COVID-19 pandemic proves the
value of NATO’s diverse and broad range of
specialties, especially within the NCO corps.
Empowered NCOs are essential to each
nation’s fight against an invisible enemy.
As we prepare for the potential of a second
wave, we continue to coordinate between our
military headquarters to increase the potential
of enabling and utilising intelligence on the
ground at each location for the betterment of
the Alliance.
Said CSM Saliste

The CSEL position, a key senior leader position,
is the pinnacle of the NCO ranks.
The positions serve as senior advisors to
commanders and staff element leadership within
their respective headquarters.
They also ensure compliance with policies,
adherence to standards and performance, conduct
effective training and maintenance of discipline
within their organisation.

Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Siim Saliste, Allied Command Operations Command Senior Enlisted Leader (CSEL), hosts a virtual call between
NATO CSELs on June 17, 2020. The CSELs have met virtually since the outbreak of corona earlier this year, allowing the leaders an outlet to update
each other on current matters within the single service commands.

www.shape2day.com
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Coronavirus response: NATO Defence Ministers
plan for possible second wave of COVID-19
By NATO-OTAN Public Affairs Office

N

ATO Defence Ministers met by secure
video conference on Thursday (18 June
2020), to prepare for a possible second
wave of the Coronavirus pandemic.
They decided on a plan to provide support to
Allies and partners, and they agreed to establish
a stockpile of medical equipment and supplies,
as well as a new fund to enable Allies to quickly
acquire medical supplies and services.
Defence Ministers from Finland, Sweden and
Australia also joined the discussions, as well
as EU High Representative/Vice President
Borrell.

NATO Defence Ministers also decided to update
NATO’s guidelines for national resilience to
take greater account of cyber threats, the
security of supply chains, and consequences
of foreign ownership and control.

14
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I welcome that many Allies have offered to
donate medical equipment to the stockpile,
and to contribute to the financing. This is a
sign of Allied unity and solidarity – just as
Allies have supported one another, and our
partners, in the first wave of COVID-19, we
stand ready to support each other should
a second wave of the pandemic strike, to
reduce suffering, and to save lives.
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said,

SACEUR RECOGNISES
ALLIED COMMAND OPERATION'S BEST
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office

General Tod D. Wolters, the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), presented two
members of Allied Command Operations (ACO) with the SACEUR Recognition Award during a
ceremony at Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) on Monday, June 29, 2020.
The awardees—German Army Colonel Joerg Schlickmann and French Army Lieutenant Colonel
Nicolas De Raguenel—are stationed here and were selected for their significant contributions
and impact to the NATO mission. The SACEUR Recognition Award was established in order to
recognise exceptional service and outstanding individual achievement in a way that may be career
enhancing for the recipient. Each awardee brought a unique skillset and leadership ability to their
respective commands aiding in the success of NATO’s various missions.

General Tod D. Wolters, SACEUR and German Army Colonel Joerg Schlickmann stand
at attention during a SACEUR Recognition Award ceremony at SHAPE.
(NATO photo by MC1 Brett Dodge)

General Tod D. Wolters, SACEUR and French Army Lieutenant Colonel Nicolas de
Raguenel stand at attention during a SACEUR Recognition Award ceremony at SHAPE
(NATO photo by MC1 Brett Dodge)

Colonel Schlickmann,

Lieutenant Colonel Raguenel,

as the executive officer to the SHAPE chief of
staff since March 2018, has rendered exemplary
and exceptional service to SHAPE, during a very
demanding period marked by the NATO Command
Structure-Adaptation
implementation
effort,
according to the award citation.

is highly professional, enthusiastic and
knowledgeable. He excelled during his 3-year
tour with the SHAPE Force Generation and
Readiness Branch, according to the award
citation.

He leads a highly dynamic international staff
inside SHAPE, comprising of 19 officers and
noncommissioned officers (NCOs) that brings the
best direct support and possible outcomes to senior
military leaders within NATO ranks. He has guided
his team to develop high-quality work strands,
creative proposals and alternative courses of action.

As a key member of the NATO Response Force
team, he has been pivotal in developing and
resourcing the Alliance’s primary deterrence
and defence force. During his tenure, he has
had to absorb complex and detailed NATO
plans and processes working with a wide range
of branches and disciplines in NATO’s senior
military headquarters.

www.shape2day.com
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SLOVAKIAN CHIEF OF DEFENCE
VISITS SHAPE
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office

T

he Slovak Republic Chief of Defence General
Daniel Zmeko visited Supreme Headquarters
Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) to meet with
Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR)
General Tod D. Wolters and SHAPE senior leadership
on July 2, 2020.
During the visit, General Wolters greeted General
Zmeko with the SHAPE Honour Guard followed
by a routine office call and meetings with SHAPE
leaders and members of the SHAPE Slovakian
community including Brigadier General Tibor Kralik,
the Slovakian National Military Representative to
SHAPE.

It is an honour for Allied Command
Operations to host my nation’s
Chief of Defence General Zmeko.

General Daniel Zmeko, the Slovak Republic Chief of Defence, renders a salute to
members of SHAPE Honour Guard during a welcoming reception for General Zmeko.
(NATO photo by SSgt Ross Fernie)

It is critical to maintain these
relationships with each Allied
nation’s military leaders and
continue this open dialogue and
lines of communication to align
how best Slovakian can continue to
support current and future NATO
endeavours.
Said Brigadier General Kralik

Since joining NATO in March 2004, Slovakia has
contributed to Allied and partner exercises around
the globe. The nation has supported NATO-led
missions in Afghanistan, Iraq and Kosovo as well as
deploying troops to the multinational battlegroup in
Latvia.

General Tod D. Wolters, SACEUR, renders a salute to a member of the SHAPE Honour
Guard, during a welcoming reception for the Slovak Republic Chief of Defence General
Daniel Zmeko. (NATO photo by SSgt Ross Fernie)
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NATO ALLIANCE GROUND SURVEILLANCE FORCE

By NATO Allied Ground Surveillance Force Public Affairs Office

HOLDS CHANGE OF COMMAND CEREMONY

D

uring a Change of Command ceremony at
the Italian Air Base Sigonella, Sicily, on July
09, 2020, the incoming commander, US Air Force
Brigadier General Houston R. Cantwell, assumed
the duties as the commander of the NATO Alliance
Ground Surveillance Force (NAGSF) from the
outgoing commander, US Air Force Major General
Phillip A. Stewart.
The Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR),
US Air Force General Tod D. Wolters presided over
the ceremony. Among the distinguished guests was
US Air Force General Jeff Harrigian, Commander
of NATO’s Allied Air Command. In respect to
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, NAGSF took
precautionary measures for all attendees of
the ceremony and participation was limited in
accordance with host nation restrictions.

What we at the NATO AGS Force do for
our nations and what we do for NATO is
unparalleled.
We need to cherish our alliance as over 1 billion
people and one-third of the entire world’s
industrial and military might reside under the
umbrella of protection offered by our alliance.
Never forget how precious
our alliance is.
Said General Stewart.

We are inspired by General Stewart’s
accomplishments, which are your
[NATO AGS] accomplishments.
Quite honestly we are absolutely,
positively shocked that we are where
we are today, and it is for the good for
all of NATO and certainly for the good
of all global security.
Said General Wolters addressing the NATO AGS Force.

Brigadier General Cantwell is the second
commander of NATO’s Alliance Ground Surveillance
Force in its permanent structure.
During his speech Brigadier General Cantwell told
the member of the NATO AGS Force:

We assemble under a common flag.
Our very creation demonstrates the
ever-changing European security
environment - the preeminent
importance of information in the 21st
century - and the need for NATO to
continue to evolve. As professionals,
we share a common set of values and
principles - we are all members of the
profession of arms.
Said Brigadier General Cantwell.

During his farewell speech, Major General Stewart
reflected on NAGSF’s progress over the past two years.

Under Major General Stewart’s leadership, NAGSF
achieved several crucial AGS programme milestones.
In late 2019, the program saw the arrival of two RQ4D Phoenix aircraft and the early acceptance of eight
associated ground assemblages.
NAGSF co-hosted a “Welcome Ceremony” with the
NATO AGS Management Organization in January 2020,
with NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg as the
presiding official.
This spring, NAGSF also conducted four missions
to date, flying over the Mediterranean in support of
ongoing NATO operations.

In just two short years we have
achieved our first flight of this great
aerial surveillance vehicle which sits
behind me today.
Said General Wolters.

www.shape2day.com
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AGS is the first fully NATO-owned and
operated system, expanding NATO’s joint
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
capability. It represents a critical step towards
NATO facing 21st century challenges.
Fully equipped, AGS consists of five remotely
piloted RQ-4D Phoenix aircraft, and ground
control stations. It will enable the Alliance to
perform persistent terrestrial and maritime
surveillance operations, over wide areas in
high-altitude, long-endurance missions under
any weather or light conditions.
The NATO AGS Main Operating Base is
located at Sigonella, Italy, which serves as
a NATO Joint Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance deployment base and data
exploitation centre.

Photos by Falk Plankenhorn. SACEUR, General Tod Wolters
addressing the audience during the NATO AGS Force
Change of Command against the backdrop of one of the
NATO RQ-4D Phoenix aircraft.
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SHAPE WAVES
GOODBYE TO
VCOS
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office

F

rench Army Lieutenant General Olivier
Rittimann, outgoing vice Chief of Staff
(VCOS), left here on Friday, July 10, 2020,
serving two years, since July 1, 2018.

German Army General Markus Kneip, Chief of Staff,
National Military Representatives from the 29
other Allied nations, and an assembly of French
military member assigned here, waved goodbye to
General Rittimann during an official ceremony.
General Rittiman, in addition to his role as VCOS,
most recently headed the Allied Command
Operations Task Force to combat coronavirus, using
his 35 years of military experience to mitigate the
risk of spreading the outbreak within NATO forces
throughout the ACO area of responsibility and to
aid Allies and partners in need during the pandemic.
The incoming VCOS is French Army Major General
Brice Houdet who makes a small move within
SHAPE from his current position as the French
National Military Representative.
General Rittimann started his career in 1984 as a
platoon leader of the 4 Foreign Legion Regiment.
He is a graduate of the Military Academy of Saint
Cyr, the French Army Engineer School and has also
served as the SHAPE French military representative
during his career.

Structure; chief of the NATO branch at the Joint
Staff in Paris; Allied Forces Command Heidelberg as
Director Joint Coordination Centre in the Deployable
Joint Staff Element; HQ International Security and
Assistance Force (ISAF); French Deputy Military
Representative (MILREP) in NATO Headquarters;
French National Military Representative to NATO’s
Allied Command Operations; and as Chief of Staff at
Joint Force Command Brunssum.

Throughout his career he deployed to Chad,
Moyotte, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and Afghanistan. General Rittiman
also served as a French Military Academy
instructor, attened the United States Army General
Staff College and the Armed Forces Staff College,
the French Joint Defence College, and the Pakistani
National Defence College.
General Rittimann has been serving more than 20
years of experience with direct NATO operations and
missions. He served within the NATO-led Stabilization
Force in Bosnia and Herzegovina (SFOR); Allied Forces
North Headquarters; training and exercises and
policy and concepts branches in the NATO Command

www.shape2day.com
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NATO Deputy Secretary General visits
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
By NATO-OTAN Public Affairs Office

D

eputy Secretary General Mircea Geoană
visited Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe (SHAPE) in Mons, Belgium
on Monday (13 July 2020). He had talks about
NATO’s military priorities with the Supreme Allied
Commander Europe, General Tod D. Wolters,
Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Europe,
General Tim Radford, Chief of Staff, General
Markus Kneip, and other senior commanders.
The Deputy Secretary General thanked General
Wolters for his leadership and for SHAPE’s role
in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic while
continuing to maintain strong deterrence and
defence. Since the beginning of the pandemic,
NATO and Allied armed forces have played a key
role, including with 350 flights airlifting hundreds
of tons of critical supplies around the world, almost
100 field hospitals, and more than half a million of
troops supporting the civilian response.
During his visit to SHAPE, one of NATO’s two
strategic commands, the Deputy Secretary
General visited the Cyberspace Operations Centre
and the Comprehensive Crisis and Operations
Management Centre.

NATO Deputy Secretary General Mircea Geoană, left, poses for a photo
alongside SHAPE Chief of Staff General Markus Kneip during his visit to SHAPE

SHAPE Military Partnership Directorate Rear Admiral Bülent Turan, left, meets with
NATO Deputy Secretary General Mircea Geoană during his visit to SHAPE

SHAPE Military Partnership Directorate Rear Admiral Bülent Turan, left, meets with
NATO Deputy Secretary General Mircea Geoană during his visit to SHAPE

SACEUR General Tod D. Wolters, left, poses for a photo alongside NATO
Deputy Secretary General Mircea Geoană, during his visit to SHAPE
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Legal News!

By Borja Montes Toscano
LAWFAS Content Manager
ACO Office of Legal Affairs

Zoom academic meeting with the
University of Paris-Panthéon
Sorbonne:
Psychological Operations and
Misinformation Campaigns

C

OVID-19 has prevented TDYs and
receiving visitors in SHAPE to hold
academic and business gatherings.
However, sanitary restrictions have not
stopped NATO (and specially ACO Office of
Legal Affairs) in the performance of its daily
NAC-tasked activities as vigilance, deterrence
and resilience need to be fostered and achieved
at different stages. One of the main pillars of
the paralegal online service LAWFAS is the
Legal Clinic, which (together with the SHAPE
Fellowship Programme) is aimed to enhancing
academic cooperation with Universities in
order to enable NATO (and ACO) Legal Advisors
to build better legal advice before the Command
Group.
This Legal Clinic project started in January 2018
with the University of Roma Tre and several
universities have continued joining this project
and shedding lights on different complex
fields: Ku Leuven, Paris-Sorbonne, UCAM, IDC
Herzliya, CEI BCN, University of Ferrara, The
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, West
Point Military Academy…among others.
Counting on the great support of the Morale &
Welfare Team, ACO OLA could held an expert
‘zoom’ gathering with Sorbonne University
students in order to discuss the conclusions
of a report drafted by them on ‘Psychological
Operations and Misinformation Campaigns’.
On the Sorbonne side, Professors Evelyne
Lagrange and Charlotte Beaucillon were
present as coordinators of the legal clinic project
and supervisors of the report.
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On the NATO side, the gathering counted with
the presence of Mr. Andres Muñoz Mosquera
(ACO OLA Director), Mr. Stanley M. Galas
(NATO CIS Group Legal Advisor Deputy), Lt
Col Dirk Schweickhardt (Chief Info Fusion Cell
COMDV SHAPE), Mr. Vicente Pastor (Principal
Analyst Cyberspace at CyOC SHAPE), Lt Col
Daniel Tull (NATO CIS Group Legal Advisor) and
Lt Col Kris Murray (ACO OLA Legal Advisor).
The students’ report analysed the concept of
‘Psychological/Information operations’ where
information shall be used as a mean to achieve a
particular goal. In addition, they analysed cyber
operations from a functional perspective, with
special emphasis on cyber influence operations.
The Armed Conflict threshold and the human
rights that might be affected (Vote, Freedom of
Expression, Privacy…) were also discussed and
interrelated with different examples of cyber
interferences (Estonia, Georgia, 2016 USA
Elections…) that have taken place in the last 30
years. In addition, the report also delved into the
complex question of attribution of international
wrongful acts to states in cyberspace as this
field of state responsibility has not yet seen any
binding conventional norm.
NATO experts enjoyed the discussions and
felt curious about different scholar theories
developed studied by them in the report:
Attribution by indictment or Imputation based
on Presumption.
Answering to this, experts explained the
different rules that NATO Legal Advisors
usually follow regarding the Tallinn Manual

and other internal policies when providing
their legal advice.
NATO experts also discussed with students
the different commitments that NATO has
taken in the last decade under the framework
of its 2010 Strategic Concept: Enhanced cyber
defence policy and creation of a cyber defence
centre with the aim to provide the information
necessary for situational awareness in
cyberspace and to ensure centralized planning
of the Alliance cyber aspects in its operations
and missions.
The talks also stressed on the NATO-EU
cooperation in the cyber domain as it is the
example of the NATO’s Computer Incident
Response Capability (NCIRC) and the EU’s
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERTEU). Building deterrence throughout the
Alliance’s cyber domain will be essential

and both the development of NATO’s first
cyberspace operations doctrine and the new
Cyber Operations Centre (CyOC) in SHAPE
are important examples of NATO’s efforts to
ensure collective defence among its members.
Students really got satisfied exchanging fruitful
ideas and discussions with Alliance’s experts.
ACO OLA warmly welcomes these academic
discussions to better understand legal concerns
of a living entity as NATO is and to spreadout its legal knowledge and expertise among
students and scholars.
Hybrid Warfare and Gray Zone environments
have come to stay: the interaction between
NATO’s
institutionalisation
and
legal
operations will be fundamental in order to
provide the leadership with accurate advice,
and help them to design effective deterrence
and defence postures.

www.shape2day.com
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Keep Your Eye Open

Courtesy of ACCI SHAPE Field Office

How often do you update your social media? Monthly? Weekly? Daily?
Do you post pictures of your family? Do you check in to the fascinating places you’ve visited?

B

elieve it or not there are other people
besides our friends and family who
would love to keep up with where you
and your loved ones traveling.
Not only could criminals use this information to
steal from you, too much information on social
media could clue our adversaries into what’s
going on at SHAPE.

Here are some safety measure you can take
to make sure that you are only sharing safe
information on Social Media:
1. Try to only post picutres of your travel after
you have returned.
2. Try not to post that you will be out of town,
or where you are going.

CHOOSE DRIVING PLEASURE.
GO ALL THE WAY FOR YOUR BUSINESS.
BMW ELECTRIFIED.

THE BMW X2 PLUG-IN HYBRID.
UP TO 99,6% DEDUCTIBLE.

This is especailly true if you
are traveling for work.
3. Be aware of community social
media pages set up for the SHAPE
Community. They can easily be
spoofed.
Make sure you are sharing
information on the correct one.

4. Don’t ask questions about
work on the social media pages.
Contact a collegue directly.

5. If you do not know a person
who is send a friend or contact
request, DO NOT accept.

Environmental information: www.bmw.be

1,7-1,8 l/100 km • 38-41 g/km CO2 (WLTP)

Louyet Mons
Rue des Sandrinettes 48
7033 Mons-Cuesmes
Tél. 065 40 02 00
24
www.louyet.bmw.be
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If you find yourself in a situation
where someone on social
media is asking more in depth
questions about you, your family,
community or occupation, feel
free to have the SHAPE sponsor
contact the SHAPE Field Office
for help.

SHAPE International Band

By Corporal Eric Lundquist (U.S. Army)

SHAPE LIFE

T

he SHAPE International Band is an inter-service, international military band comprised of
twenty musicians representing NATO member nations, dedicated to performing in support of
SHAPE, SACEUR, and the NATO Alliance. To mitigate the spread of COVID-19, the SHAPE
International Band has temporarily postponed all upcoming public performances for the foreseeable future.
However, as operations slowly resume, we are once again performing for official functions – some of which
are featured here.

Ceremonial Support
As official functions resume, we are happy to
safely support our community. In keeping with
NATO’s commitment to continued operations,
the 7th U.S. Army Training Center and
AFNORTH Battalion adapted its Basic Leader’s
Course (BLC) to train its future leaders assigned
to SHAPE and United States Army Garrison
(USAG) Benelux.
Their graduation ceremony for class 07-20 was
held on June 11th at Chièvres Air Base. NATO
Unplugged provided its usual acoustic flair to
the students, faculty, and their families as they
gathered for the ceremony
This month, it came time for the 39th U.S.
Army Strategic Signal Battalion Commander,
Lieutenant Colonel Ericka M. Brooks (U.S.
Army), to relinquish command to Lieutenant
Colonel Jared W. Snawder (U.S. Army).

The NATO Brass Ambassadors performed
ceremonial music of Souza marches, National
Anthems, Signal Corps March, and the United
States Army Song during the Change of Command
ceremony. They were joined by a special guest –
Staff Sergeant Melissa Kruziki (U.S. Army) of the
380th United States Army Reserve Band and wife
of our own Sergeant First Class Dylan Kruziki
(U.S. Army) – who filled in on French horn.
The SHAPE International Band’s Ceremonial
Band also formed up for a welcome ceremony
as Slovak Republic Chief of Defence, General
Daniel Zmeko (SVK), paid a visit to SHAPE on
July 3rd.
The honour guard ceremony was held on the
lawn at the SHAPE Headquarters building – a
picturesque setting fit for a Chief of Defence visit
to SHAPE.

Sergeant Nick Tolman (U.S. Army), front, leads NATO Unplugged at the Basic Leader’s Course graduation
ceremony. Photo credit: Sergeant McKay Heaton (U.S. Army)

The NATO Brass Ambassadors play the National Anthems of Belgium and the United States.
Photo Credit: Sergeant McKay Heaton (U.S. Army)

www.shape2day.com
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Chief Warrant Officer 4 James Bettencourt (U.S. Army) conducts the Ceremonial Band as they welcome General Daniel Zmeko (SVK) to SHAPE.
Photo Credit: Corporal Eric Lundquist (U.S. Army)

Community Video Collaborations
In an effort to bring the community together as
we move steadily toward normal operations, we
have continued to produce video projects to our
social media pages with participation from the
SHAPE community and NATO Allies.

These videos and more can be seen on our
Facebook page.
NATO Unplugged reached out to as many
NATO musicians as they could to produce
an international collaboration on “Daydream
Believer” by the Monkees.
In the end, well over a dozen community
members participated in the unique performance,
truly showing the power of collaboration and
togetherness.
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Task Force X also wanted to say “thank you” to the
essential workers who kept SHAPE running during
reduced operations of the past several months.
We reached out to members of SHAPE
Headquarters, USAG Benelux, the SHAPE
Healthcare Facility, SHAPE Carrefour Market,
Chièvres Air Base Exchange and Commissary,
Security Forces, and the SHAPE Post Office, who
sang along with Task Force X as they performed
“Stand By Me” by Ben E. King.
The video included messages of gratitude and
appreciation from USAG Benelux Commander
Colonel Sean Kuester (U.S. Army), SHAPE
Healthcare Facility Commander Colonel Kathy
Spangler (U.S. Army), and SHAPE Base Support
Group Commander Colonel Jake Jacobs (U.S. Army).

Band Member
Spotlight:
Staff Sergeant
Henry Soriano
p Staff Sergeant Henry Soriano (U.S. Army) sings “It’s My Life” while playing drums with Task Force X. Photo credit: Sergeant McKay Heaton (U.S. Army).

Staff Sergeant Henry Soriano was born in Baguio City,
Philippines. In 1992 he moved to the United States and
gained citizenship in 1999. He began the Jazz Studies
program at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and in
2006 left to tour around the world. In 2014 he enlisted in
the U.S. Army and has served with the Army Bands at
Camp Zama, Japan and Fort Jackson, South Carolina.
Throughout his career he has performed with many
high-calibre musicians such as Phil Woods, Monty

Alexander, Marlena Shaw, Shirley Horn, Harvey
Mason, Kenney Burrell, and Ron Carter.
He has also won the Army’s Music Performance Team
of the Year award twice with the United States Army
Japan Ceremonial Band.
At the SHAPE International Band, Staff Sergeant
Soriano performs as the drummer in the NATO Jazz
Orchestra, Task Force X, the NATO Jazz Combo, and
NATO Unplugged.

The SHAPE International Band features the following ensembles:
NATO Jazz Orchestra. Large jazz ensemble performing
big band music from the 1930’s through today.

NATO Unplugged. Acoustic small ensemble performing
Popular, Folk and Americana music.

NATO Jazz Combo. Small jazz ensemble performing
R&B and traditional & modern jazz.
for

Ceremonial Band. Traditional military marching band
performing marches, anthems, and ceremonial music
for large indoor and outdoor ceremonies.

Solo Instrumentalist. Soloist performing a variety of
styles for socials, balls, and official events.

NATO Brass Ambassadors. Small ceremonial brass
ensemble performing anthems, marches, and chamber
music.

Task Force X. Show band performing Popular, Rock,
and Dance music for large events.

Ceremonial Bugler. Solo bugler performing for
ceremonies and official events.

Want to request the band?

A note about upcoming events:

Visit our website, download our request form and email
it duly completed to us!

To prevent the spread of COVID-19, all upcoming events
have been postponed until further notice.

065/44 3322
shapeband@shape.nato.int
Website: https://shape.nato.int/shapeband

We are working closely with our contacts to schedule
performances in the coming months and hope to be on stage
again before the end of the year.

Solo Vocalist. Soloist performing
ceremonial and official events.

anthems

Please stay tuned to our Facebook page for announcements about future
performances or contact us directly to request support for your event!
www.shape2day.com
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An Experienced Toastmaster’s Viewpoint
By Rima Sammouri

O

ne day my friend EM asked me to join her for
a special potluck. I was excited to prepare a
special dish and to meet EM’s friends.

To my big surprise, it was not only a dinner with
friends, but a special meeting of Toastmasters,
members of
the SHAPE International
Toastmasters Club. This event included prepared
speeches, table topics and valuable evaluations.
This was my first Toastmaster experience. I was
warmly welcomed, and they encouraged me to
join. Once I joined, I did not want to miss a single
meeting.
My mentor EM inspired me to achieve projects,
such as preparing and delivering speeches and
presentations. I received positive evaluations and
constructive feedback from Club members, which
elevated my communication skills and increased
my self-confidence. Later I was invited to serve
in the Club, as an officer, to mentor members, to
organize meetings and to attend regular trainings,
which boosted my leadership skills.

p Club chartered in 1992

I started in 2007, and here I am in 2020, still
serving my Club and its Members, by doing my
best to make it grow and shine. I invite you to
come and join us, to experience for yourself what
Toastmasters is about, by sending an e-mail to:

toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com
We will answer all your questions and send you
the link to register to our online meetings (new
technology and new challenge to learn more).

p Teamwork makes the Dream work

We’re waiting for you with joy
The more we are the more fun
we will have!
www.shape2day.com
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It’s time to Dig Deeper at the Library!
By Lara Harrison, Public Services Librarian

omething exciting is going on this summer at
both your SHAPE International and Chievres
Branch Libraries.

S

Our 2020 Summer Reading program is here!
This year’s Summer Reading theme is “Dig
Deeper: Read, Investigate, Discover!” Are you
ready for all types of activities and books that help
us investigate, research, and explore our world?
We will have fun with mysteries, puzzles, STEM
investigations, and one of our favorite ways to dig
deeper – dinosaurs!
As in years past, we have a Toddler, Child, Teen
and Adult Summer Reading Program. Simply by
tracking your reading minutes online, you will earn
prizes by reaching certain goals! Your first prize
is a t-shirt just for registering! The website will be
familiar to anyone who has participated in years
past.
Register on either the Beanstack website

http://shapeinternational.beanstack.org
or through the Beanstack app, making sure to
connect to the SHAPE-Chievres libraries.
Start logging minutes on June 29th and keep track
through August to reach those goals. You can
choose your own books, and read (or listen!) in any
language.
We have reading lists available at the library, too, if
you want some ideas. Registration began in June,
but continues throughout the summer to allow
newly arrived community members to join.

Travelling? While the program runs from June
29th through August 8th, you can collect prizes
through the end of August in case you are away
during the summer break.
Moving this summer? You can even register here
and transfer to any other US DoD library when
you arrive at your new duty station!
A summer reading program is a fun way to bridge
the summer gap, keeping students’ language and
other skills sharp over the summer holidays. Plus
there’s always plenty of fun to be had!
As part of the Summer Reading fun, free activities
will be held during July and the beginning of
August, hosted by both SHAPE International and
Chievres Branch libraries.
In the past, we have had movie nights, a band
concert, board game afternoons, STEM programs,
special storytimes, and more!
While activities this summer will be online to
allow COVID-19 safety protocols to remain in
place through summer 2020, there will still be fun
activities and programs to look forward to!
Check our calendars online for dates, times, and
more details!
All events can be found here:

http://chievres.armymwr.com/europe/
chievres/categories/libraries

and on the
SHAPE International Library Facebook page

We hopE to see you in the library this summer !
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Safety while traveling & in public places
By Antoaneta S. Lazarova, Environmental Health Technician, SHAPE Healthcare Facility

P

rotecting your health is worth it; be
responsible and exercise these safety tips
when visiting public places.

Traveling: Before traveling, check the local
government websites and U.S. Embassy websites
for health advisories and self-quarantine
restrictions. Consider the risks associated with
different types of travel. Crowded flights,
buses or trains, all present a risk for contracting
COVID-19, remember to maintain a physical
distance of 6 feet (2 meters) between you and
others as much as possible.

Avoid crowds. Wear a cloth face covering. Do
not touch your eyes, nose and mouth. Clean and
wash your hands often with soap and water for
at least 20 seconds. Use a hand sanitizer that
contains at least 60% alcohol, cover all surfaces
of your hands and rub your hands together until
they feel dry. Keep in mind that restrictions can
change rapidly depending on local conditions.
Check for updates, before and during your trip.

Hotels: Check the hotel’s website to learn about
precautions being taken and if all services will
be open. Bring cleaning supplies with you if
possible.
Disinfect all high-traffic areas such as light
switches, faucet handles, doorknobs and
television remote controls or you can place it in
a plastic bag – it will still work fine. If possible,
ask to be set in a room that has been vacant for at
least 24 hours.

Restaurants: Like hotels, check restaurants’ safety

practices before eating out. Chose one which
promotes: mandatory wearing of cloth face
coverings, regular disinfection of high-touch
surfaces and social distancing. When looking
around facilities, ensure ventilation is good, the
tables are set far enough apart from each other,
the menu is digital or disposable, and you can
use touchless payments.

Avoid salad bars, buffets and drink-filling
stations that require people to use common
utensils or dispensers. If you need to wait in line
for service, maintain a distance of at least 6 feet
(2 meters) from others.
www.shape2day.com
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Gyms: Call beforehand to know current member

capacity limits and if locker rooms or bathroom
are open. You might have to reserve a block of
time in advance. Follow the gym’s guidelines
and stay at least 6 feet (2 meters) away from
other members.
Clean equipment before and after using it. Avoid
equipment that is difficult to clean, such as foam
rollers and yoga blocks.

Salons: Avoid blow-drying. Be vigilant and

ensure the staff are regularly wiping down
high-touch surfaces, and disinfecting chairs and
headrests after each use. Ask yourself if the staff
is wearing cloth face coverings and regularly
washing their hands.

Grocery stores: Try to visit the grocery store

early in the morning, when the store might be
less crowded to make social distancing easy. If
you are at higher risk of serious illness, find out
if the store has special hours for people in your
situation and shop during these times. You might
also consider ordering your groceries online for
home delivery or curbside pickup.
At the store, disinfect the handle of the shopping
cart or basket. Stay at least 6 feet (2 meters)
away from others while shopping and in lines.
If possible, pay without touching money or a
keypad and use hand sanitizer after paying.
Also, apply hand sanitizer after you leave the
store. When you get home, wash your hands.

Banks: Use the ATM if you don’t require assistance
and only if necessary, wipe clean the keyboard
with a disinfecting wipe before using it. Wash
your hands when you get home.
Gas stations: Before pumping gas wipe down any
handles or buttons you will need to touch. After
you finish fueling, apply hand sanitizer. Wash
your hands when you get home or the next time
you are near a sink.
Pharmacy: Ask your doctor or pharmacist if you
can get a larger supply of medication so that you
do not have to visit the pharmacy as often.
In addition, do not pet or touch animals which
aren’t part of your household. Avoid eating raw
or undercooked food and avoid “wet markets”
where animals are slaughtered, dressed, or
butchered. Avoid “finger food” in outside
markets.

Meeting new people is a big part of travel. Avoid
shaking hands, kissing strangers (lips, cheeks or
even hands) and avoid affectionate hugging.

Do your best effort to strengthen
your immune system
32
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THE SPORTING LIFE
By Michael Adubato (USA-Civ)

O

ne of the most disappointing days of my many years
in Belgium was back in 2015. This was a big year
for the city of Mons because they had been chosen
as a European City of Culture and had the opportunity to
impress Europe with a whole year full of cultural events and
activities. At that time the Mayor of Mons, Elio DiRupo, was
also the Prime Minister of Belgium. It was a year for our
local city to let the rest of Europe know all about them and
their long history.

One of the highlights of the year was the Vincent van Gogh
exhibition at the Beaux Arts – Mons (BAM) art museum. In
case you didn’t know it, the Dutch master spent a year of his
life living and working in the area. Never mind that the state
of the art train station that was designed by world renowned
Spanish architect and artist Santiago Calatrava Valls, that
was supposed to be the city’s centrepiece and should have
been completed for the start of that year, wasn’t. Instead of
arriving by train from Brussels, Paris and other parts of the
continent and marvelling at this architectural delight; visitors
arrived at a very messy, very ugly building site. (If you have
been downtown lately, you’ll notice that five years later the
station still hasn’t been completed.)
What I found most upsetting that year however was that
on February the sixteenth RAEC (Royal Albert & Elisabeth
Club) Mons declared bankruptcy and the club was wiped
off the Belgian football map. The team that I had supported
for over two decades, where I had spent many happy times
with friends at the Charles Tondreau Stadium and a fair
games on the road to watch the team would be no more.
The team that was born in 1910 and died in 2015.

Although not a powerhouse by any means in this country
where the likes of Anderlecht, Standard Liege, Club Brugge
and Genk were the top teams, RAEC Mons spent many
seasons competing in the top flight. They were something
of a see-saw team however, going from division one to
division two, then back again. I however, felt that we were
fortunate to have a team of this calibre just a short distance
from SHAPE’s main gate.
With the death of the Dragons
(the team’s nickname), the
city of Mons convinced a local
village team, RUS GenlyQuévy to leave their village
mentality and field behind and
come to the big city to play at
the Tondreau, a stadium that
can accommodate 8000 fans.

In May the team arrived and
changed their name. They
kept the King Albert part of
the original team’s name
but dropped his wife, Queen
Elisabeth.
So Mons welcomed Royal Albert Quévy
Mons and in their first year they were
promoted out of the Provincial League
which, at the time was the Belgian
Fifth Division.
The Belgian FA restructured the leagues
for the following season
and RAQM started the
next season playing in the
newly formed Belgian Third Amateur Division
(actually at level 5). Another promotion
eluded the team the following season and the
ones after that.
Anxious to get the club back up to the higher
divisions, a deal was worked out where
RAQM would merge with the team from the
nearby town of Bossu.

Known as Royal Francs Borains (RFB),
they had been playing a division higher than
Mons and before the season was called to a
halt, they won promotion to the Belgian First
Amateur Division.
www.shape2day.com
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It goes without saying that there were many happy football
fans in town because the merger was like being promoted
twice. RFB would move to Mons for the new season. As
often happens with good plans, something goes wrong.
This was the case and at the last minute RFB called the
deal off. They’re staying in Boussu and RAQM is still in the
fifth flight.
But then something extraordinary happened. I started
hearing rumors that my team, RAEC Mons, was going to
be reformed.

Of course I didn’t believe it. Although I did go to RAQM
games downtown, it just wasn’t the same to me. The
ambiance and excitement were no longer there. The biggest
change was that Albert the Dragon, the team mascot, no
longer patrolled the touchline and motivated the crowd.
As more news came to light, I optimistically yet cautiously
allowed myself to become excited about the prospect of The
Return of the Dragon.
As I write this, things are moving along in a very positive
light. Not only are two former local players, who also
represented Belgium, involved in this project, but they have
just signed a former player who left when the team was
relegated. Allesandro Cordaro, a fan favorite, has returned.

Sure, they will not play in Amateur One but Amateur Three
next season. Personally I would rather have the original
team back than some other team playing at the Tondreau in
the top flight. I look forward to seeing the RAEC Mons crest
on the shirts of the players. I will even dig out one of my old
team shirts and wear it with pride to their games. I’m sure
that I have a team scarf or two laying around too.
The next bit of news that I’m waiting to hear is that Albert will
return to the touchline.

Watch this space!
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The Performing
Arts Centre
is now open for
business!

P Bldg. 207 For more information

065 44 3312 or www.SHAPEPlayers.net

Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the following MWB
Activities remain closed until further notice:

Trips

Tours

Follow the SHAPE Morale and Welfare Facebook Page or visit
www.shape2day.com for more updated information
on each activity
36
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SHAPE International Library

usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
Mon-Fri: 1000-1800 hrs / Sat: 1000-1500 hrs

SHAPE International
Library
Weekly Storytimes

LEGO Education

Online Scavenger Hunts

Storytimes are held weekly for a range
of age groups in French, German,
or English. Please see our calendar
online or on the SHAPE International
Library Facebook page for the most
up-to-date
information.
SHAPE
International
Library

Wednesday March 25 at 1400-1500 or at The library has two online scavenger
1600-1700
hunts available through a free app,
Join us and share our love of LEGOS Actionbound. Individuals, friends, or
307 -families
Community
Centre
as we explore concepts Bldg.
in science,
are invitedActivity
to participate
in
technology, engineering, arts, and math 423-5631
065/44-5631
these digitalor
quests
for both hidden
using everyone’s favorite building bricks! and well-known local points of interest
Registration is required. Please signusarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
up at in the city of Mons and its surrounding
Ted Talk Tuesdays
the SHAPE InternationalMon-Fri:
Library. For ages
1000-1800
hrshunt
/ Sat:
1000-1500
villages. One
focuses
on World hrs
Every Tuesday at 1100-1400 Library
6+at: SHAPE International Library
Please
follow
us
on
Facebook
for
virtual
to
War I history, while the otherprograms
looks at
Atrium
Feel free to bring yourinclude
lunch to enjoy
at
World
War
II
points
of
interest.
Derek
Blyth
Walking
Tours
story times, STEM program and much more !
one ofStorytimes
the atrium tables.
Weekly
LEGO Education
Onlineeither
Scavenger
Hunts
the SHAPE
International
Derek Blyth is a travel author working Contact
STEM
Chievres
more
Storytimes are held weekly for a range Wednesday
out of Brussels,
Marchand
25 atregularly
1400-1500leads
or at orThe
librarybranch
has twolibrary
onlineforscavenger
Theoflibrary
is closed
to
public,
is offering
To the
search
catalog for either physical or
Wednesday
March
at the
1400-1500
or but
age groups
in 18
French,
German,
walking
tours about
Hiddenourdetails.
1600-1700
hunts available through a free app,
1600-1700
or atEnglish.
Please see
our calendar
Secrets
cities
in Belgium.
pick-up
services
while
we social
distance.
online
...
Join
us of
anddifferent
share our
love
ofresources
LEGOS Actionbound.
Individuals, friends, or
Join
us
in
exploring
the International
exciting world as
online
or
on
the
SHAPE
Come
join
us
for
a
walking
tour
with
we
explore
concepts
in
science,
families
are invited to participate in
Materials
can be
requested
at
Please,
visit:
of
science,
technology,
engineering,
Library Facebook page for the most technology,
him! The next
tour willarts,
be Saturday
engineering,
and math these digital quests for both hidden
and math!
Registration is required. using
up-to-date
information.
Marcheveryone’s
28, and focus
onbuilding
more family
favorite
bricks! and well-known local points of interest
https:/
/chievres.armymwr.com/promos/
Please sign up at the SHAPE friendly hidden secrets in Brussels,
http:/
/mwrlibrary.armybiznet.com
soat in the city of Mons and its surrounding
Registration is required. Please
sign up
Ted
Talk Tuesdays
International
Library. For ages 6+
order-books-shape-international-library
staySHAPE
tunedInternational
for more dates
and details!
the
Library.
For ages villages. One hunt focuses on World
Every
Tuesday at 1100-1400 Library
Happy Birthday Dr Seuss!
6+
are free,
but you
War I history,
whileathelibrary
other looks
at
If you
do are
not currently
have
account
AndAtrium
of
course,
can continueThetotours
access
Saturday
March 21you
at 1200-1500
responsible
for
transportation.
Feel
free
to
bring
your
lunch
to
enjoy
at
World
War
II
points
of
interest.
Derek
Blyth
Walking
Tours
Come celebrate
one of the
most beloved
and would like one, please email us with your
our one
online
24/7
to include:
eBooks,
Registration
is required, as only 20
of theresources
atrium
children’s
authorstables.
with a special event at Derek
Contactemail
either the
SHAPE
Blyth
is
a
travel
author
working
name
personal
and
weInternational
will set you
spots are available per
tour. and
Contact
eAudiobooks,
the library. JoineMagazines,
us for crafts, activities,eNewspapers,
STEM
or
Chievres
branch
library
for more
out
of
Brussels,
and
regularly
leads
either
the
SHAPE
International
or
with
an
account:
costumed
characters,
and
of
course
–
Language
Learning,
forabout the Hidden details.
Wednesday
March 18 ateducational
1400-1500 or resources
walking
tours
Chievres
branch
library
for
more
No registration required.
at storytimes!
1600-1700
children
and
adults,
and much much
more!
Secrets
of different cities in usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
Belgium.
details.
Open
to
all
ages.
Join us in exploring the exciting world Come join us for a walking tour with
of science, technology, engineering, him! The next tour will be Saturday
and math! Registration is required. March 28, and focus on more family
Please sign up at the SHAPE friendly hidden secrets in Brussels, so
International Library. For ages 6+
stay tuned for more dates and details!
Happy Birthday Dr Seuss!
The tours are
free, but you are
Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
Saturday March 21 at 1200-1500
for
transportation.
Come celebrate one of the most beloved responsible
FUEL
CARD
Registration
is
required,
as only
20 PRICE INFORMATION
children’s authors with a special event at
spots
are
available
per
tour.
Contact
•
Purchasing
a
fuel
card
means
you
have
purchased
100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12
the library. Join us for crafts, activities,
months) to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
Your SHAPE
Identity
arethe
required
toInternational
purchase fuel
either
SHAPE
or per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
costumed
characters,
and &
of Ration
course –Cards
• Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide a fixed
library
for
more
monthly price.
Your price will
always be
well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.
storytimes! No registration required. Chievres branch
FUEL
CARD
PRICE
INFORMATION
details.
Open to all ages.

Do not miss the
opportunity
assisting to our
events!

Do not miss the
opportunity
assisting to our
events!

• Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel atPlease
a set
price.
YouWeymers
have atuntil
card
expires
9 to12
contact
Mr. Thierry
SHAPEthe
Ext. 3624
should
you have (generally
any questions.
months) to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
• Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which
Difference with Last Month
Fuel Type
March 2020 Prices
businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total
Excellium 95 100L
62,50 €
- 0,50 €
to provide a fixed monthly price. Your price will always be
Excellium 98 100L
69,00 €
- 1,50 €
well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium Excellium Diesel 100L
66,50 €
- 1,50 €
Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
as it excludes taxes.
Please contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at SHAPE Ext. 3624
Excellium 95 FUEL
200L CARD PRICE
125 €INFORMATION-1,00 €
should you have any questions.
Excellium 98 200L
138 €
-3,00 €
• Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12
months) to pump
the fuel into
your authorized vehicle(s). Please
note
the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your
card. €
Excellium
Diesel
200L
133
€
-3,00
Only
available
to
SHAPE
ID
full
privileges
card
holders.
Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
•

Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide a fixed
monthly price. Your price will always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.

FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION

• Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel atPlease
a set
price.
YouWeymers
have atuntil
card
expires
9 to12
contact
Mr. Thierry
SHAPEthe
Ext. 3624
should
you have (generally
any questions.
40 SCL
months)
to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
• Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which
Difference with Last Month
Fuel Type
March 2020 Prices
businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total
Excellium 95 100L
62,50 €
- 0,50 €
to provide a fixed monthly price. Your price will always be
Excellium 98 100L
69,00 €
- 1,50 €
well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium Excellium Diesel 100L
66,50 €
- 1,50 €
as it excludes taxes.
Please contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at SHAPE Ext. 3624
Excellium 95 200L
125 €
-1,00 €
should you have any questions.
Excellium 98 200L
138 €
-3,00 €
133 €
-3,00 €
Only available to SHAPE ID full privileges card holders. Excellium Diesel 200L
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P Bldg. 307

. 423-6049/4312 or 065/44-6049/4312

artsandcraftssha@gmail.com
www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE Sports & Fitness
P Bldg. 313-301

: 065.44.5325 All SHAPE Sports & Fitness facilities are CLOSED until further notice

SHAPE Sports and Fitness is
offering Outdoor Weightlifting
**Military People Only**
Mon to Fri: 0630-0930 / 1130-1330 /
1700-1900 First come, first served!

Members with Permanent
Lockers may visit the facility to
collect their required belongings
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
1100-1300hrs
*Changing facilities remain closed
to customers, this opportunity is
for clearing out or collecting items
urgently needed from lockers
*If you visit your locker, you will not
be permitted to return until the
facility is reopened
SHAPE Sports & Fitness apologize
for the disruption in service and
for any inconvenience
www.shape2day.com
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RATIONED ITEMS STORE (RIS)

P Bldg. 560 - Main SHAPE Shopping Center

065.44.5628

OPENING
HOURS: Monday to Friday, from 1030 to 1800
Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION
•

FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION

Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12
months) to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.

• Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally
• Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide a fixed
9 to12
months)
to pump
into
your
vehicle(s).
Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
monthly
price. Your price
will always the
be wellfuel
below the
maximum
daily authorized
cost published by Belgium
as it excludes taxes.
• Belgium publishes
a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide
Please contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at SHAPE Ext. 3624 should you have any questions.
a fixed monthly price. Your price will always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.
Fuel Type
Excellium 95 100L
Excellium 98 100L
Excellium Diesel 100L

July 2020 Prices
55,50 €
61,00 €
56,00 €

Excellium 95 200L
Excellium 98 200L
Excellium Diesel 200L

111 €
122 €
112 €

Difference with Last Month

+ 5,00 €
+ 4,00 €
+ 3,50 €

Please contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at
SHAPE Ext. 3624 should you have any
questions.

+ 10,00 €
+ 8,00 €
+ 7,00 €

Only available to SHAPE ID full privileges
card holders.

Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.

MWB is back with different Food and Drinks Services!
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Dates For Your Diaries

shape
agenda
shape
agenda

The Continental Mess continues serving customers on a carryout service. Payments
by bank cards are highly recommended. All ranks are entitled to eat from the
Continental Mess until further notice.

Continental Mess Menu

P Bldg. 311

JULY
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

20. Roastbeef with
Shallot sauce
+ Green beans and
Mashed Potato

21. SHAPE HOLIDAY

22. Lasagne

23. Chicken cordon
bleu with Creamed
mushrooms and
French fries or rice

24. Breaded Tanagra
with Remoulade sauce
+ Mashed potatoes

27. Gyros, Tazatziki
and rice

28. Grilled Steak with
Sauce Gorgonzola
Side salad – French
fries

29. Spaghetti
bolognaise

30. Roled beef with
Brown sauce + Peas &
carrots and Parsley
potatoes

31. Breaded Tanagra
with Remoulade sauce
+ Mashed potatoes

www.shape2day.com
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Ongoing

SHAPE Activities
Every Monday

Boy Scout Troop #325
Come to a meeting and check us out! 18302000 in SHAPE Green Gym (2nd floor). Contact
us at:
SHAPETROOP325@gmail.com
Catholic Women of the Chapel (CWOC)
Ladies meet for fellowship and bible at SHAPE
Chapel at 1000 hrs, Bldg. 353 at 1800 hrs.
Childcare is provided in the morning. All books
are provided. Contact our Parish Coordinator:
065/44.60.19
SHAPE International Library
French Story Time for Toddlers at 1015
French Story Time for Preschoolers at 1615
SHAPE Sharks Volleyball practice in the
SHAPE Gym every Monday and Wednesday.
We are welcoming new players from the
SHAPE community. For more info:
PerAslak.LOSO@shape.nato.int
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Advanced Salsa: 19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana. If you would like to teach
a dancing style or become a member, contact
us:
Shapesidc@gmail.com
SHAPE
International Dancing Club
1st SHAPE International Sea Scouts (10½–14)
The Sea Scouts meet at the Green Gym 18452015. Outdoor activities feature prominently,
with the highlights being sailing and camping.
Throughout the year, Scouts learn various
skills, such as nautical knowledge, map
reading, survival skills, camp cooking and first
aid in preparation for camp.
Every Tuesday

Protestant Women of the Chapel (PWOC)
0930-1200 with childcare and 1830-2000 with
childcare
: pwoc.shape2017@gmail.com

SHAPE Community Chapel-Family Fun
Night PWOC Tuesday Nights 1700-1930.
Ignite Youth Groups for MS and HS students,
Gospel Project for Kids, Financial Peace
University, 5 Love Languages and Marriage
Classes Gospel of John Bible Study.
1st SHAPE International Cubs (8-10½)
The Cub Scout Pack meet at the Green Gym
at 1800-1930. Cubs take part in a wide range
of activities designed to be interesting and
challenge them, including games, learning
scouting skills, gaining badges and activities
outdoors.
SHAPE International Cycling Club (SICC)
Members meet for group rides every Tuesday
and Thursday from April to September. The
club also offers a 40K ride non-members,
newcomers and neophytes on Wednesday
that is supported by an experienced member
of SICC. All rides depart from SHAPE Main
Gym @ 1800.
During the wintertime, the Club rides only
during the week ends, according to weather
condition and offers a specific winter training
program that is executed in the SHAPE Main
Gym – spinning room - every Tuesday and
Thursday. For more information visit: www.
shapecycling.com or : 5128 - 5763
SHAPE Bridge Club Informal and duplicate
bridge sessions in the SHAPE Club.
: Attila Balla 0476.53.71.01
54
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Aquagym - Tuesdays & Thursdays
1500-1600 hrs - Swimming pool, FREE!
: Lena on 0483/31.42.58.
Like to play board games? Or have an army
of miniatures eager to play? 17:30 at SHAPE
American Middle School. Games regularly
played: Warmachine, Warhammer (40K and
AoS), Sha-dows of Brimstone, Mansions of
Madness, Cry Havoc, Betrayal at House On
The Hill. Want to play something else? Contact:
: john.larimore@eu.dodea.edu
SHAPE Tabletop Gamers
SHAPE International Library
English Story Time for Toddlers at 1015
English Story Time for Preschoolers at 1615
Every 1st and 3rd Tuesdays

Mom2Mom SHAPE meets for Breastfeeding
Café on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of every month
to offer breastfeeding support and discuss
pregnancy and infant care in a relaxed, social
environment. 1330-1430 hrs at the SHAPE
Healthcare Facility Room 2B122 (2nd floor,
social-work conference room).
: Fiona Webster 065/32.52.24
Mom2MomSHAPE@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Mom2MomSHAPE/

Every 2nd and 4Th Tuesday

SHAPE International Toastmasters Club
meets ONLINE every 2nd & 4th Tuesday. Due
to the pandemic the SHAPE Club Pathfinder
Room is not available. Therefore, the virtual
door opens at 18.45. Meeting begins at 19.00
and concludes at 20.45. This English-speaking
club is for people who want to boost their
communication, leadership and linguistic skills
in a supportive and friendly environment. This
club looks forward to welcoming members of
SHAPE and the surrounding community! For
Zoom online meeting link, please send an email
to toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com
Every Wednesday

Infant Massage Class
For infants (birth to approx 1 year) and their
parents. 1030-1130 hrs - Room 2B122 (old
physical room) 2nd floor : Fiona Webster
065/32.52.24
1st SHAPE International Beavers (6–8)
Beaver Scouts are our youngest members.
They meet at the Green Gym 1715-1830 to
take part in a wide range of activities that build
their confidence, including games, crafts, visits,
along with plenty of outdoor activities, camps
and sleepovers.
SHAPE Community Choir
From 1900 hrs in the East Chapel. All singers
14 – adults are welcome to come sing.
Director: Natasha Rook
: shapechoir@gmail.com
:SHAPE-International-Community-Choir
SHAPE International Library
Infant Story Time at 0930
SHAPE Tennis Club (Ladies only) - Ladies
tennis, all skills level welcome. Green Gym,
Courts A and B. 0930 - 1200 hrs. Contact
Olga Chroni
: chrolga@yahoo.gr
SHAPE Tennis Association (STA)
Are you interested in playing tennis or learning
to play tennis?

The STA is going to be up and running again
in the New Year. Making the most of the 2
indoor and 4 outdoor courts, we will be offering
club nights (Men’s, Ladies’ and Mixed) and
coaching.
Membership is open to the entire SHAPE
community, serving and dependents and for
all levels from beginner to advanced.
To register your interest or for further information
please
: shapetennis@gmail.com
Scottish Dancing - 1900 hrs - SHAPE Chapel
Centre. International group, no previous dance
experience necessary. 1900 hrs - SHAPE
Chapel Centre. : soscods@gmail.com
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym, in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Beginners Salsa19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana.
Shapesidc@gmail.
com SHAPE International Dancing Club
Every Thursday
SHAPE International Library
Germany Story Time at 1400
Every Friday

SHAPE Ladies Bowling League
Practice for all levels and skills. 1300 hrs at
the Pizza Bowl. Bowling shoes can be rented
at the Pizza Bowl for n1.
Rosary Warriors: Meet at 0915 hrs in the
SHAPE Blessed Sacrament Chapel
Every Sunday

International Group of Motorcycle Riders
Riders meet at 1000 hrs to start group rides
in the local area. All types of motorcycles are
welcome. : stephen.smith1@gmail.com or
SHAPE HDC

Mary Queen of Peace US Catholic Community
SHAPE International Chapel, Bldg. 601
Summer Schedule: Daily Mass @11h50,
Blessed Sacrament Chapel, (Mon-Thur, except
US holidays). Vigil Mass 17h00 (1st Sat of every
month), Sunday Mass 09h00, East Chapel
(except 1st Sunday of each month). For more
info: call X5602 (or Civ. 065.44.5602) for US
Chaplain Fr. Vincent Manuel Chapel, Office
33/34 (Alternative lines: X6066, 6037 or 6019).
Mary Queen of Peace (English Speaking
Catholic Community) Or join us: JFC Brunssum,
International Chapel: Mass 17h00 Sunday &
Brussels US Main Chapel 1st Sunday of every
month, 12h00
SHAPE Community Chapel
Sunday Service 10:45 in the East Chapel with
Fellowship immediately following the service.
Children’s Church, Children’s Choir during the
service for ages 5 to 5th grade. Watch Care for
younger children available!
Please join us for fellowship and a relevant
message from the Chaplain. If you need a
ride, please email us ahead and we will have
someone pick you up. We look forward to
welcoming you!
SHAPE International Women’s Club (SIWC)
All women of the SHAPE community are invited
to attend.
: siwcpresident@gmail.com
YOGA Classes
YOGA classes for all-levels at the SHAPE gym
(in the aerobics suite). SHAPE YOGA

SHAPE Travel Group
A COMMUNITY OF TRAVELERS EXPLORING EUROPE TOGETHER
JOIN THE GROUP ... SHAPE TRAVEL GROUP!
SHAPETravelGroup
www.shape2day.com Morale&Welfare(MWB)\GroupII Activities\SHAPE Travel Group

WE WILL TRAVEL AGAIN !
We are excited our SHAPE community here in Belgium has loosened restrictions and surrounding
countries are opening back up and enabling us to travel again.

Stay tuned to our Facebook page for an announcement about our launch date in early August.
We are working diligently to comply with new requirements so we can safely welcome you to our desk
and are finalizing our procedures to comply with Belgian and tour company guidance for bus travel.
Our standards will be similar to others you’re currently used to on SHAPE and Chievres; requiring masks,
sanitizing, and maintaining safer distances.
We thank you in advance for helping us follow all required procedures when you visit or travel with us.
We know you will be as excited as we are about our upcoming trips and want you to save these potential
dates on your calendar as you plan ahead.

We can’t wait to see you all again soon!

STG 2020 FALL SCHEDULE
3 September

TO BE REVEALED SOON

8 September

TO BE REVEALED SOON

18 September

TO BE REVEALED SOON

... & MANY MORE TRIPS IN OCT AND NOV !!
OUR CHRISTMAS MARKET DATES
27 November - 4 December - 8 December - 11 December - 17 December
When The SHAPE Travel Group Office reopens, members are available every Wednesday and Friday from
1100-1300 in the Rendez-vous. They can only accept cash payment for trips.
The SHAPE Travel Group is a non-profit activity entirely run by international volunteers for SHAPE and NATO
ID card holders and their guests.

www.shape2day.com
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FORUM

Miscellaneous & Services
The International Jewish Center offers a weekly educational program in
English for children from 10:00am - 12:30pm. This is a great opportunity
to meet and befriend other international Jewish children and families. We
introduce students to Hebrew, prayer, religious traditions, and the modern
Jewish experience. We begin with a Tots class for children from 3 years, and
we provide Jewish education through Bar/Bat Mitzvah with an emphasis on
creative expression. The school is led by our Israeli Head Teacher and our
American Rabbi and staffed by dedicated and experienced teachers.
Please contact
info@ijc.be or www.ijc.be

Alcoholics Anonymous
“If you drink that’s your business, but if you want to stop maybe we can help”
SHAPE Group of Alcoholics Anonymous (English Speaking Meeting).
“The only requirement is a desire to stop drinking.” Tuesday evenings from
1900-2000 hours. We meet at the International Baptist Church, Chemin Du
Prince, 284; 7050 Jurbise
0470-470-790 or AA Bruxelles
: 0032 (0) 487/35.45.72.
Attachment Parenting/
Green Families Group
Are you a nature loving and/or attachment parenting family? Or trying to
be? To meet like-minded people please contact us for more information at:
rainyplay@gmail.com or
0489/27.41.85

July Solutions

PCB AUTOMOBILES
pcb@belgacom.net
New and Used Tax-Free Cars.
Dealer for UK Spec RHD
Toyota, Lexus, Chrysler, Mazda,
Ford Renault, Fiat, Alfa
Other Makes and US Specs on Request
Car Rental
Many more tax free cars available from €4500
: 065/644.900 or 0475/977.955
Stock Clearance
Paid Ad 2292

International Bible Church, Jurbise
We’re a friendly English and French-speaking evangelical church just a few
streets away from SHAPE. We’ve been serving the SHAPE community for
more than 50 years now. English services with French translation start at
10 am each Sunday. There is an active Sunday School for children during
the morning service and from September 15th AWANA youth activities start
: pastor@ibc-jurbise.org or find more
back up at 5 pm. Please contact
information at www.ibc-jurbise.org.
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HOURS OF OPERATION
SHAPE CONCESSIONAIRES

MWB Activities
MWB OPS

SILVER SPOON

Mon to Thu: 0830-1730
Fri: 0830-1530

Mon to Fri: 0730-1400
Food & Drinks available

SPORTS & FITNESS CENTRE

- Outdoor Weightlifting
**Military Only**
Mon to Fri:
0630-0930
1130-1330
1700-1900
First come, first serve!
- Online Caribbean Sun
Classes with Wendy Brito
Mon: 1800 Zumba ®
Fitness
Tue: 1030 Strong ® Nation
Wed: 1800 Pound ® Fit
Fri: 1800 Strong ® 30’
Fri: 1830 Zumba ® Strong
Available through Zoom
Access Code 672-230-6628
- Online Yoga Classes
with Anja
Tue: 1200
Thu: 1200
Available through Zoom
Access Code 673-057-1670

TAKE OUT ONLY

RIS

Mon to Fri: 1030-1800
Fuel Cards, liquors, tobacco,
cosmetics & accessories
LANGUAGE CENTRE

Mon to Thu: 0830-1600
OnlineCourses&PrivateTuition
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE

Tue to Fri: 1600-1800
Only by Appointment at:
daniel.s.lamorte.naf@mail.mil
or at 065 44 3312
ARTS & CRAFTS

Only by Appointment at:
artsandcraftsshape@gmail.com

OUTDOOR REC. & RENTAL
CENTRE

3 days per week
Mon-Wed-Fri: 0900-1400
Limited Equipment Rental
Bike Maintenance
Only by Appointment at:
outdoor.recreation@
FOOD TRUCKS
outlook.com or at
3 days per week
Mon-Tue-Wed: 1700 - 2100 065 22 5246
Food & Drinks available
SHAPE INN
TAKE OUT ONLY

Mon to Thu: 0800-1645
Fri: 0800-1445

RENDEZ-VOUS

Mon to Fri: 0900-1400
Food & Drinks available

LIBRARY

TAKE OUT ONLY

Pick-up Service 3 days perweek

PIZZA BOWL
Orders must be phoned
at: 065/44 5697
Take Away & Delivery
Services at anytime during
operating hours
Mon to Wed: 1100-1800
Thu & Fri: 1100-1900
*Delivery: SHAPE Only €15 Min.

CARREFOUR
Mon to Fri: 0730-1900
Sat: 0730-1730
Sunday: 0900-1300

FLOWER SHOP
Tue to Fri: 1000-1800

TOTAL FINA
Total Shop & Garage:
Mon to Fri: 0830-1800
AION BANK
Sat: 1000-1500
Mon to Fri: 1000-1400
Appointments not needed Garage Onlybyappointment
at: autopneu@skynet.be
DRYCLEANING -TONI SHOP
Gas Station: Open 24/7
Closed from 06 July until
31 July - Reopens 3 August BEAUTY SHOP BLDG 504
Onlybyappointmentat:
Mon to Fri: 1100-1800
065 44 2614
LAUNDRY
BARBER SHOP BLDG 102
Open 24/7
Onlybyappointmentat:
BOOKSHOP BLDG 102
065 44 5498
Mon to Fri:
OPTICAL SHOP
0730-1300 / 1400-1600
Onlybyappointmentat:
INSURANCE MERAINI
065 44 5621
Onlybyappointmentat:
meraini.shape@portima.be

DEAR CUSTOMERS, PLEASE NOTE
THAT IT IS IMPORTANT TO FOLLOW THE
COVID-19 SAFETY MEASURES:

WASH YOUR HANDS

GROUPS & GATHERINGS
ARE NOT PERMITTED

USE SOAP

Drop Off Service 24 Hours
Mon-Wed-Fri: 1000-1700
Only by Appointment at: :
SHAPE InternationalLibrary
The following MWB Activities
& MWB Facilities are closed:
-EVENTS CENTRE
-B3’S SPORTS BAR
-SHAPE CLUB
-TRIPS AND TOURS
-SHAPE ALLIANCE AUDITORIUM
-POOL

2M

PHYSICAL DISTANCING

WEAR MASK
IF YOU COULD NOT
MAINTAIN THE 2M DISTANC

EMERGENCY NUMBER FOR SHAPIANS 065/44 3333
FOR ANY EMERGENCY THROUGHOUT EUROPE 112

E

PAY USING DIGITA L
PAYMENT METHOD

MATTRESS BED BASE BEDDBOXSPRING BEDDING SOFA BED

Come to visit our shop,
we are just few
meters away!
English speaking staff
VAT exempt for eligible SHAPE members

Les portes de Maisières

SHAPE

800M
Rue Grande 208 (N6) - 7020 Maisières
Open Mo - Sa 10 am - 6:30 pm

